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movie4k is a well known torrent site by most bittorrent users. while it started out like this, people quickly began to feel that its content is a bit too good for a p2p site. so, movie4k partnered with amedia and created their own video streaming site, called
amedia.com, as well as their own torrent protocol, called amedia torrent, and now the main movie4k torrent library is available there. the site still has over 20 million users, while they still upload over 1.7 million torrents per day. while the site may seem
a little bit outdated now and kinda old-school, it still offers good content. if you like movie4k, check out one of its direct competitors! bitsaw is one of the oldest torrent sites in the world and was launched in 2003. although the downloads are ok (around
3 to 6 mb/s), the site itself seems a bit outdated. with no search functionality, even though it offers a few mirrors for its huge content, we recommend to use a different torrent site. in addition, the site has a lot of spam, which we were able to confirm
with a recent online reputation check. but enough with the negatives, let's check out some positives! most of the movies you can find on the pirate bay are added by a wide pool of the site's users. this is in contrast to all other torrent sites, which are

seeded by a smaller group of people, and therefore are much more trustworthy. as a result, you can expect the pirate bay to keep a seemingly endless supply of movies and tv shows, as new content is added every day. right at the bottom of the page,
there is a list of extra plugins, forums, statistics, and reports. these components can be disabled, but theres a comprehensive screenshot on each of the categories as well. there is also a forum and user powered torrent site.
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if you use a very basic torrent client, then
you need to be wary of cheap and free

torrent sites that might have malware on
them. the pirate bay is the exception; it has

been downloaded more than two billion
times in less than ten years. although the

site has been subject to censorship in
sweden, the pirate bay maintains its global

reputation, as does its client. although pirate
bay is a global phenomenon, there are

plenty of dedicated p2p sites that have been
present for years. bitsnoop, for example, has
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been online since 2002. its collection of
movies, music, and television shows, which

is of very high quality, shows no signs of
going away. bittorrent is still around, and still
solid, with millions of active users. we always

like to stress the fact that the torrent sites
that we refer to here are safe. most of them
were tested and approved by the pirate bay
or the other sources below. bittorrent can be

used to download media files, music,
movies, tv shows, and more, but it requires a

good torrent site to perform well. some of
the many legal sources of downloads we

have selected important note: most of the
torrent sites were tested are safe and clean.
however, be careful in case the servers are
unreachable. that is why we urge you to use
your best judgement when deciding which of

the torrent sites that weve suggested are
safe. is it safe? each torrent site has varying
levels of security. for example, bittorrent is a
fairly new tracker, but it seems to be fairly
secured. however, on very lightweight and
new torrent sites, that reputation could be
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misplaced. experienced users shouldnt have
any issues downloading tv shows off these

sites. 5ec8ef588b
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